Act as though it were impossible to fail.
—Dorothea Brando

Fredrick Pottle, Colby Alumnus, Chamber Choir Sings,
teA Miracle of Sound"
Becomes New Board Member
umes of the trade edition of the
"Private Papers of James Boswell" are in print.
Born in Center Lovell, Maine, he
has been a member of the Yale
faculty since 1925 and Sterling Profeessor of English since 1944. He
was named a full professor in 19S0.
Professor Pottle received his
M.A. and Ph.D. degrees from Yale
and holds honorary degrees from
Colby, the University, of Glasgow,
and Rutgers University.

Frederick A. Pottle, retired Sterling Professor of English at Yale
University, has been elected to the
board of trustees of Colby College,
his alma mater.
A 1917 graduate, Processor Pottle previously served as a trustee
from 1932 to 1S59. At Various times
during that 27 year span he was
chairman of the educational policy
committee and a member o'f the
executive and honorary degree
committees.
Following retirement last June
from the university faculty, Professor Pottle returned to the task
of editing the famous Yale Collection of Boswell Papers and to writing several other books. Nine vol-

Frederick Pottle

Serif fin Coffee Hous e
Expands Entertainment

When the Coffee House was first
founded in the Chapel basement,
its purpose was to provide a place
for students to gather — with or
without dates — converse, drink
coffee, be entertained, and then
some.
During January, the Coffee
House will be open for coffee, conversation, and entertainment. During the week, it will present a varied program of the "th en some."
This past week has seen an evening of artistic expression (the
Coffee House supplied paints and
modelling clay ) , a poetry reading,
a discussion on a civil rights issue,
and a bull session lead by Profs.
Wees and Meader on the experimental films that Film Direction
presented.
On Friday and Saturday nights
the fine talent that one associates
with the Coffee House will perform.
In an attempt to Involve students in the essence of campus
problems, a series o_ original,
loosely constructed plays will tie
performed' each Sunday night. The
whole of the Coffee House will become both the viewing area and
the stage simultaneously, as th e
members of the audience become
participants and the actors become
observers. This Sunday 's play will

Salisbur y Speak s
At Runnals Union

Tho appearance of Harrison 0E_.
Salisbury at Colby College, Monday
evening (Jan, 28) will mark the
first public lecture by 'the acclaimed reporter since his return
from North Vietnam.
Salisbury will deliver a public
Guy p. Gannett Lecture at 8
o'clock in Runnals Union. Ho will
discuss his controversial trip to
Hanoi which has made headline
news In this country since tato December.
The first U,S. reporter to got Into
North Vietnam since tho ilntonslflcation of tho far, Salisbury, In his
article's, focused attention on civilInn deaths and destruction of nonwlHUary sites toy American bombs.
Salisbury, a Pulitzer Prize winn er and 'an assistant managing editor oif the New York Times, authored reports which prompted
stat ements on U.S. bombing missions from both tho Pbntag-on and
t h o Whi te House,

be Intimacy: A 'Campus Morality
Play.
Though the Coffee House has set
up a schedule of events for the
month, it is a highly flexible one.
Most any program suggested may
be implemented. Contact Jim Sandler at 555 if you have any ideas.

No increase
In Tuition
Next Fall

"There will be no tuition increase
next year," said Colby Treasurer
Arthur Seepe in a special interview with the ECHO. The Seepe
statement denies the rumor that
there will be a tuition increase
next year.
Seep explained further that students should expect a tuition increase every three years. The last
tuition increase was in 1966. Students should then expect another
tuition increase in 1969.

The
18-member
Netherlands
Chamber Choir, hailed for three
decades as one of the world's leading mixed vocal groups, will perform at Colby College Tuesday,
Jan. 24.
The 8 p.m. concert in Given Auditorium of the Bixler Center is being sponsored by the Colby Music
Associates. It is the second of
three programs made possible by
the Associates in this year's subscription series.
Dutch works featured in the
program, will range from the 15th

Chamber Choir

Foreign Correspondent

Oxford Through Colby Eyes

This is the first 4n a series of
articles by Debbie Nutter who is
sp ending her junior year at Oxford.

A term in Oxford has unfolded
Itself in an entirely different manner from what this visiting Colby
girl expected, The most Striking
thing about it has been the informality, both academically and
socially. The first hint I had of this
came from a Fulbrlght scholar
who remarked to me, "It became
a choice between sherry parties
and lectures. Yes, I chose the sherry parties." This decision, upon
further scrutiny, showed itself less
foolish and juvenile than it had appeared; and it is also indicative
of the system here, Tlie sherry
parties are given by wliat seems
to bo every tutor, lecturer, club, society (of which there Is a wide
range from anarchists to followers
of Nletzsho to Scotlsh dancers),
magazine, ad infinitum, They are
informal got togethers which can
—- and often do •— lead to acquaintances and (friendships foctwoen students, tutors , and 'lecturers, which
is the essence o'f tho whole system.
And lectures ? Well, many Oxford
stu d ents aro k nown t o atten d as
few as one or two weekly. Why?
Thoy are mostly supplements to
tho work done on your own and
with your tutor. The lectures aro
not geared to any ono particular
'"course " because thoro Is no such
thing 'as any ono particular
"cours e". If tho lecture Is associated with your work, attend. If
an exam Is coming up, take notes.
They might lessen your reading
load. But if tho lecturer Is bad, as
many aro, why spend your tlmo
thoro ? There 's no attendance
chock, for your tutor Is probably
from another collogo than you,
you have never soon him bofor, ho has never soon you,

and he has absolutely no connection with the grading process. It
is your tutor whom you try to
please. Therefore, a student might
easily find himself in a position to
attend a sherry party before rising
at eight to attend a lecture. And
the lecture's? They range from the
worst to the best, Some of the
scholars, in order to fulfill their
lecturing requirements, read the
lecture notes they have been read-

Debbie Nutter

Ing for four years or so at a breaknock speed. They eventually draw
n o stud ents, and tho lectures cease,
But many of tho most prominent
scholars in the world may bo found
here, such as Helen Gardner lecturing on Shakespeare, and it Is
rewarding to hear a lecturer who
Is enthused about his work. The
topics nro of 'amazing range : for
example, a noted Russian scholar
will spend next term discussing
what ho thinks Is going on In
Russian power circles In tho lOOOs,
Tutorials also add to tho Informality and aro designed to es-

tablish a rapport between student
and tutor, which they often do and
jus t as often don 't. One finds himself having coffee or smoking a
cigarette — and a friend o'f mine
tells me his tutor offers him brandy — over the weekly essay. There
may be from one to four students
In a tutorial, so it is best to have
something to say. You read your
esSay (and it is quite embarrassing
to read a poor essay), and then
the tutor comments and begins to
ask questions. You try to ask a
few, but he continues to steer
them toward you. The student is
expected to dig out pertinent Information on his own, and the tutor is not ready to hand it to him.
The exams are rare, so the tutorials must be productive both in
themselves and In preparation for
these exams.

century to the present. There will
also be three songs each by MaurRavel and Bela Bartok.
Sent all over the world as their
country ' s most popular "cultural
Ambassador," the Netherlands
Chamber Choir presents an average o'f 120 concerts annually, many
of them with leading orchestras.
The group is now on its fourtli
successful American tour.

Hockey Mules To
Play To Largest
Audience Ever

The Colby College hockey Mules
will play before its' largest audience in history here Saturday afternoon (Jan. 21).
The Mules will face-off against
Northeastern University at 3:30
in Alfond Arena in a game carried
live over a television network covering the northeastern section of
the nation.
The encounter is one in a nineweek series of Saturday afternoon
college hockey games telecast over
a five-station network by the Eastern College Athletic Conference,
Colby Is the only college division
team in the ECAC selected for the
telecasts. Previous Saturdays have
featured Cornell-Yale and Princeton-Dartmouth.
Stations carrying the game will
include WEMT-TV in Bangor,
WGAN-TV, Portland; WSBK-TV,
Boston; WPRO-TV, Providence;
WHCT-TV, Hartford .
Dom Valentino and Bill Cleary,
former Harvard and Olympic star,
will be the announcers.

Notice
To Juniors

As you all know, the new co-ed
dorm being constructed on 'the
chapel hill will bo completed (fo r
the fall of 1967. However, the question of who is going to live In tho
dorm is still an .open one, and tho
Administration would like to know
the class feelings toward making
This academic Informality is 'par- the dorm a senior dorm next year.
alleled by the social freedom. Al- The structure will hold 160 stuthough Oxford studente have hours dents (80 men - 80 women) and If
(they arc quite formally given in- it is to be a senior dorm, these 160
structions how to sneak In!), girls students must obviously come 'from
are allowed dn the boys' rooms the class of 1968. Thus, next wool-,
(an d vice versa ) until 11:30 In the certain members ,_f tho class who
evening with no other restrictions. live in your dorm unit will contact
Thus, the social life tends to be you to condudt a poll of your Ideas
quite natural. One does not feel and desires toward the new dorm,
strange stopping In at a boy 's In tho mean tlmo, I urge you to
room to talk or havo coffee, and think as carefully as possible about
small groups -and parties are con- the arguments for and against a
stantly springing up, Since there _s senior dorm and to project as
no other meeting plaice available clearly as possible your plans nnd
that offers such privacy, this is a preferences for living accommogood system. Tho perennial fears dations next fall (MEN: Colby
of tho educator who believes that will bo a residential campus wi'th
such leniency would load to Im- f ew or no apartment-takers next
mora l b eh avio r does n ot soom year). Although your answers to
warranted hero; and after seeing tho questions will not bo used
the results of the system, I feel against you a's a final commitment
th at Colby could benefit from a when ro-om selections occur this
similar ono. It Is much easier to spring, wo do wniv. to bo able to
shave Interest's and conversation in refer to them as reasonable indisuch an atmosphere than over tho cators of what uso tho dorm should
music and noise of a fraternity bo employed.
party or In any union , no matter
President , Class of 1008
( Continued on Pago Two )
Thorn Rlppon

Editorials:
Good Luck, Governor Curtis

TV Grocery Grab: A Housewife's Stag
Party Channels Potential Violence

Maine's new governor, Democrat Kenneth M. Curtis, has been in
office only a short time. 'He 'hopes to make some long overdue changes and in these endeavors we wish him luck. He will need it.
It is often said that Maine's three largest expor t s are lobst ers, potatoes, and people. Serious .as the exodus of talent £nd energy may be,
however, it is only one of the state's pressing problems. Money is badly
needed for new airport, docking, and other transportation facilities.
The antiqua t ed st at e legislature, like many others in the United
States, is in desperate need of reform. Taxes may have to he increased .

Higher education in Maine, despite such excellent private institu-

tion as Colby. Bates, and Bowdoin, has yet to fulfill its potential. A
state university thai will embrace all existing public institutions is
essent ial f or any "master plan " of coll ege and university facilities.
Many of Maine's st r eams and rivers are still clogged with pollution
and sewage. Not only is this condition a health menace and esthetically degra ding bu t it end angers one of the st at e's few reliable and
gr owing industries — tourism.
Maine has the potential, despite it s pr esen t lack of industry and
popul at ion, to be a well run and prosperous state. Governor Curtis
is coming to grips wit h m any of the probl ems mentioned above and
it is hoped that the legislature will also. Curtis wan ts to insure this
sta t e a healthy future. Toward this end he deserves full and biparti—J.P.W.J.
san support

!

Not too many years ago the Colby library had a closed book stack
system. Such a system is less efficient for both the students and the
administrators than the current open method. It would seem that the
system is ideal , and it would be, except f or 'an amazing loss of books.
In some cases books are taken intentionally but for the most part
negligence in ch ecking books out is responsible.
Evidence of this habit which many Colby students seem to be cultivating occurs -all to often when cateloged books are neither in the
stacks or available to be put on call. In the fairness to the Colby community it must be said that Colby is not unique in this problem. A
recen t inventory at the University of Maine library sbowed a loss in
excess of ten thousand dollars in stolen, books last year alone. A similar plight 'befell the Colly periodical stacks which are now closed.
Obviously the "long term" borrowing is unnecessary, as well as
unfair to tlie rest of the student body. Further, the entire problem
may be one of the points which Presiden t Strider had in mind when
he turned down the request for parietal hours since an honor code is
the basis for the open stacks.
The Miller Library staff is going to take inventory this summer. In
the interest of the school as a whole and as a possible future point in
favor of parietal hours, try and get the books back on the shelves.
—T.N.S.
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In order to give vent to my inveterate laziness; at the same time
afford my occasional readers some
relief fro m this doggy column, I
have, decided to print an example
of what I consider competent and
creative writing f r o m a college
newspaper. Thanks to Richard
Ross and the] MIDDLEBURY
CAMPUS (and I hope that they
won 't sue us f o r lifting the art icle without perm ission) .
Sincerely ,
Peter J ost
By RICHARD ROSS
Recent TV surveys have revealed
a marked decline 'in . infedtious
"eyeball cancer" and "television
bottom " among educated people.
CKain-watching is a thing of the
past and selection is the word this
season. Video masterminds In return have designated selective programs to which the new elite audiences may turn on and tune in.
And one of the brightest and
most promising of this season'-s
"Supermarket
youngsters
is
Sweep " (Monday - Friday, 11 a.m.,
ABC), a bouquet to the ordinary
housewife and her unsung tribulations.

"Supermarket Sweep " is a refreshing and uninhibited entry into
the shopping game's ga_ne. Supermarkets are already devoting % of
_ percent of their sales income to
Redemption Stamps and games of
chance like "Bonus Bingo." "Hap-

Gregg Crawford '08
Stove Stahl '07, Peter Jost '08
Richard LovvIb '08
Jonn Mohisky '09
Suo Grlffff '08, Jim Holmor '07
John Morgan 08, Bob Ilug-ies '08
¦• Eton DoNlcola '09
Bob Nolson '07, Woody Dorado '07
Loo Urba n '08
Stove Wwrzol '00
Richard Goldberg '08
Oil ConRdon '07
Jon Eiistls, Kirk Malilo '00
.Tamos Kllgonsmitli
William Vanilerw-ll '07
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I.F.C. Speaks On
"Hell Week"

Dear Sir:

Last week's editorial by J.H.D.,
entitled Independent Study, concerning itself 'With the "extra-curricular activities of January by the
fraternity men of this campuis is
both unwarranted and misleading.
The author, by isolating certain
incidents, has led his readers to
believe that the "Hell Week" of
the various fraternities consists O'f
nothing but "broken windows, eggcaked walls, ¦w -tersoaked 'floors,
and shaving cream." Fortunately
this is not true. The Various fraternities on campus do have an •'finitial'ion period ", but is hardly as
horrid as the author wished to believe. There are many aspect's of
initiation which the author neglected to mention. Most important of
these are the various service projects that the pledge's partlcip'ate
in. Such institutions as Thayer
Hospital and the Boys Club 'are
recipients of pledge ac'bivitie's.
These projects are beneficial to the
institutions Involved, the Foraitern_tlo's, and most Important to the
pledges.
Fraternity initiation has come a
\an % way, . It should be emphasized
that "Hell Week", a misleading
title in itself , results In closer
friendships and a greater understanding both among the pledges
and between the pledges and tho
brothers concerning the Ideas behind joining a fraternity,
"In itiation Week" Is time consuming and there Is no way to
avoid 'this; however, anything
worthwhile does require tlmo and
effort. Tho men, both pledges and
brothers, who part'lc'lpa'to fool th'alt
It Is worthwhile and are thus willing to spend the necessary time,
The pledge who feels as the author
described should not participate,
fox ho will not benefit from cither
his plo'dgcshlp or future (brotherhood.
11 the January Plans of tho Individual Freshman attract such
limited Interest from tho Individual
that thoy m'a y be so easily detracted as tho author suggests, then
maybe It Is tho Jan Plans that need
re-evaluation and not tho othor

like the redemption games, 'Supermarket Sweep" gives frustrated
shoppers something immediate to
live for, because it's "the show
that comes to your home town (for
a week) and lets you run wild in
your own supermarket,''

Another Winner On Supermarket Sweep
py Landing,' 3 "Win A Check,"
"Shower of Diamonds," and
"Wow!".
Although .ome markets report
up to a 25 percent sale's surge, customer suspicion of give-away gimmicks is at an all time high. Un-

;
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Trouble In The Stacks
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campus activities which take place
during January.
Sincerely,
Jay H. Sandak, President
Iriterf raternity Council

Scholarships?
. 'Lars?

Editor: Colby Echo,
We heartily agree with editor
Demer 's candid statement on the
problem df scholarship students
owning and operating Cars on the
Colby campus. We congratulate
h'im on his stand, but suggest that
the principles that he has enunciated might "be carried a step further.
Certain similar offences on the
(Continued on Page Four)
OXFORD
(Continued from Page One)
how well it is planned.
One does find a degree of formality tftrangefy juxtaposed to this
informality, Every matriculating
(student must wear a gown, as does
every lecturer, meals remain formal In medieval white tie, shirt, and
gloves. There Is less resistance to
this than would be expected in the
1860s, and I've heard only one 'student speak strongly against theso
rules. When I inquired why, the
reply was that tho honor of obtaining an Oxford degress mitigates any su'ch considerations; and
therefore none actually wishes to
change tho system, And hero-v I
think lies one of tho faults of Oxf ord , If I dare broach such a sub ject. Oxford is slow to 'change. An
example of this Is that there was
no lecture on American literature
last term and only two on American history, both concerning tho
Revolution! Ono person remarked
that Oxford was arranged to produce governors _or tho emp'lrot I
do not moan, to imply that tho system Is completely ou't-o'f-dato. This
¦would bo an absurd assertion, as
the students hero seem to bo acquiring both Initiative and Individuality In 'thoir studios, and this
aspect of tho work Is Invalu'ablo.
But Oxford does havo Its problems (only recently lt wna _m«
-louncod that there woro too many
students and too few facilities).
Many English students thoro'foro
l>rofor tho (,rodbrlckM Universities

Where the Action Is
As a game for action types, SS
usually attracts young married
participants who run wild as a
team.
Three couples compete on the
basis of generic skills: The ladies
stand at the checkout counter and
estimate .terns and by close pricing
accumulate "Sweep" time for their
mates; then, the menfolk re-up the
old shopping 'cart arid tear up the
aisles while snatching the most expensive food in the store. Clad in
their SS tee-shirts, the Sweepers
cut quite a figure as they wheel
their chariots around those dizzy
supermarket turns.
The tension is unbearable as time
runs out. All carts must be back
at the checkout counter before the
buzzer. Over the PA system a deep
voice shout "Go l Go! Go! . .- ." as
the climax approaches,
A piano plays light jazz for dramatic background. But most of all,
the exuberant crowd of mothers
and children in the store chants
football cheers for their favorites.
Squeals of erotic delight burst
from the crowd as contestants seize
armfuls of turkey and sirloin.
Then, suddenly, the cheering stops,
the hauls are totaled up, and 'the
(Continued on Page Six)
with their modern facilities arid
subjects, although, the vast majority still aspire to Oxford and Cambridge,
What I find most appealing at
Oxford is the feeling that . there Is
learning going on, not only by students, but by graduates, tut ors, 'and
lecturers. They are fellow learners, The amazing library facilities
and the research being done with
them is astonishing, Lectures arc
given on ideas, ideas take notes,
One listens, hopefully to refute na
often as to accept. And tutors give
few yossos and nos. They aro moro
likely to ask tho student to exprcsa
hls opinions, and they accept them
as belonging to an adult who has
given thern considerable thought
Under such direct .onfrontation ,
tho Individual tends to give them
that considerable thought. Thoro
Is much unregulated 'time, often
thoro aro many ways in which to
spond it. Take English pubs. Every
evening finds many Oxford students there, Intense In convorsatlon ranging from the very Intel*
loctual to tho very ban'al. Movies,
plays, ballots, societies, There ii
no lack of entertainment and when
there Isn 't innothor osam for 4 f°v
months , . . It has boon romdrked
that often a student performs' brilliantly before collogo and stagnates
at tho University. But tho matriculating students aro carefully chosen. Only tho top 1$ o'f E^gHsU
youth aro horo, and thoy ar?o expected to achieve accordingly.

Ex-Olympic Skier
Graces Colby Slope
By DEBBIE THUKLOW
Hubert Rueter, known to most
of us as a German professor, is
also an avid skiier. He began skiing in Europe when he was five
or six. There were few lift's so
Professor Kueter found it necessary to work over a small area of
snow which he would cllmJb and reclimb. This early work, though
lacking the thrill of a long trail,
laid the foundations for Professor
Kueter's strong, exact style. He did
not begin concentrated skiing until
he Was staJtioned with the army In
Munich, where he skiled in the
Alps almost every weekend.
professor Kueter, having skiled
both in the United States and in
Europe (Austria and Switzerland),
prefers European skiing, because
of the casual, individual atmosphere present on European slopes.
He finds this atmosphere lacking
in the mass production skiing of
the United States.
Professor Kueter has taught skiing here at Colby for the past four
years. Recently, he participated in
a ski school instructor' s clinic at
Sugarloaf under Harry Baxter. He
found the clinic helpful, since Mr.
Baxter concentrated on individual
faults and 'brought the instructors

Find Out More About Themselves

Colby Women Console Dropouts

up to date on teaching techniques.
Professor Kueter recommends occasional lessons even to experts
because skiiers are often unaJble to
recognize their own mistakes. According to Professor Kueter, concentrated work over a small are'a
of ground, is the best method of
improving skiing technique 'and
style.

by PEGGY ELKUS
What is an intentional community ? And what are its goals and
functions? These are the kinds of
questions I have been approached
With concerning the "Intentional
Program "
Comniunity Living
which we have asked each other
as group members, along with
many others such as what is the
relationship between the community and the individual?; And can
an individual be a working part of
a close knit community and maintain his independence?
This last question brings to mind
what Some one asked me which
showed the vague and wrong ideas
some students have concerning our
group. The question Was , — "Do
you really live together?" She
seemed to have the impression was
the main purpose of our group. I
explained that I believed our m'ain
function was to find out the meanAnyone wishing to submit articles discussing any aspect of current world affairs see Mike Smith
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Herr Kueter

(Ext. 53.) or the Echo Office.

Mike Cotidax Sports Own Railroad
by CINDY QUINN
Mike Condax, a Colby freshman,
is constructor and engineer of a
small scale New Jersey railroad.
Mike, a youth well accomplished in
hi s fi eld , has no intention of following it as a career.
Mr. Condax labored many year's
until he finally saved enough money to build his railway. Encircling
nearly an acre o'f land, the thousand foot track was completed In
1963. The opening of the railway
was celebrated by a harmless bomb
scare. To use the track he built a
steam engine, coal 'Car and two
passenger cars, each with a capacity for e'iglit rather small passengers. The engine is a scale model
one twelfth full size o'f a Reading
Railway Camelback Switcher, circa
1900. The engine Is 25 Inches long,
fifteen high and weighs one hundred fI'fty pounds.

Despite some of the perils of running a train, Mike enjoys his hobby very much. He says he misses
driving it, especially in the snow.
Mike started laying track in 1964
and completed, the thousand foot
track in July of 1965. The engine
took longer to complete, however.
Started in 1963, two years and
about two thousand dollars later,
the railway was finished.
The engine is capable of pulling
a ton, as attested by the two carloads Of neighborhood children
Mike takes for rides. Some children
really do not know what the train

grade. In a recent marathon,
Mike's engine consumed seventy
pounds of coal and one hundred
thirty gallons of water to carry
neighborhood children over forty
miles around his backyard.
"That day cost me sixty cents,"
mumbled Mike.
Live steam model railroads are
fairly uncommon in the East. California hosts more tracks than any
other state. The track size is a
standard 4% inches, which means
buffs can run their trains on any
steam model track, Mike has taken his engine to California and

The engineer himself guides the
train from the coal car where he
sits feeding ' the engine crushed
coal with a soup spoon. Although
Mike is an export engineer accustomed to overcoming almost overwhelming odds, (su'ch as bricks
placed In the middle o'f tlie tracks
and spark kindled brush .Ire's), he
has had a 'few unfortunate experiences. Ono of these occurred as he
was zooming Into a curve at 'fifteen
miles an hour. Everything would
have been fine had not his history
teacher leaned the wrong way,
overturning the whole train. Mike
himself came out unscathed but
his poor teacher landed In a big
rosebush.
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ing of an intentional community by
working and interacting as a unit.
There are two areas 'in which we
are acting with and on other communities. Part of our work is in
Waterville under the guidance of
The Office of Economic Opportunity which is p'art of the Poverty
Program in the are'a. Our job is to
get information on the high School
drop-outs in Waterville by studying
the Waterville youth organizations
and by making a telephone survey
and hopefully some personal contacts with these young people. Already we have encountered a wide
variety o'f individual ease problems
and complexities.
Another area <of our work is with
the co'ffee house. We are planning
activities for five nights a week
that will try to cover interests and
issues of interest to the Colby community. The range of activities in-

International Immorality
On the Colby campus as elsewhere, the issues of drinking, use
of drugs, sexual freedom, parietal
hours, spring weekends, apartments downtown as well as the less
frequent issues of cheating and dishonesty provide some of the most
lively interest ('for example the
LSD lectures) and topics of debate,
under the general issue of morality
and immorality. To a certain extent the same debate, with much
less enthusiasm, goes on in the international scene with large nations taking on the attributes of individuals; some being good, free,
and democratic (the words are almost synonymous) while, others
are bad, ruthless, and totalitarian.
Unfortunately nations aren 't Individuals and the small group of men
that constitute their effective governments seldom feel constrained
to observe the same scruples in the
game of Power Politics, the individual must, in private life, since
the individual is liable to the dictates and power of a higher authority. Thus, individual nations
lie, cheat, ste'al, kill, bribe and betray, all the while protesting strict
morality that has about as much
validity as the myth of Santa
Glaus, though the international
myth may serve a less charming
purpose.
Viet Nam
One of the most interesting yet
depressing examples of this phony
morality is wrapped up In the explanation of the war in Viet Nam.
Though many men may disagree
with the government's actions
there, a reasonable defense can be
presented for our policy In Viet
Nam. But what the government
actually uses as a rationale for our
presence is about as easy to credit
as the belief that the Groat Pumpkin is going to rise out of the
pumpkin patch Monday evening.
Almost every week seems to bring
tho depressing spectacle of Dean
Rusk solemnly announcing to some

lu _ ¦ \Jf m
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—Photo by Condax
Mike and His "Lawnmover"
Is, however. Thoy have been raised
In nn ora of automobiles , not st eam
locomotives.
Ono little girl described It to hor
equal sizod friend as "It looks
liko a funny lawnmowor; that goes
•chuff-chuff ,"
Tho train burns •'Pennsylvania
No. 2 .soft coal - run of . tho mine

steamed on tho four milo Santa
Barbara track.
Not limi ting himself to the narrow confines of a five Inch track,
Mlko is now In tho process of building n steamboat, At any rate, who
knows 'but that In this day and
ago. Mllco may just build himself
a UFO. Ho hoard thoy ' ro fun.

cludes working with arts and
crafts to discussing civil rights.
-The reading we are doing for
our project is relevant to our -goals
as a community, as it shows different types of communities and community situations , and brings out
how the individual should and does
react to these communities. Our
reading exposes us to many views
on the communities which stretch
from Augustine to Sartre.
Our discussion s range just as
widely if not more so than our
reading. The topics have gone from
the meaning of intentionally to experimental film 's. These discussions help to put Into persp ective
our work and reading and to relate
them to our own lives as individuals not only in our temporary "intensive community", but In any
other community of which we are
a part.

Sunday night, December 4, Lambda Chi Alpha hold an Informal discussion with Presidont Stridor and
members of the Faculty and Administration concerning tho President 's proposals and other campus
affairs. Dr. GHllspIo of the Psychology department, Dr. Mayo and
Dr , Gcib of the Sociology department, and Mr, Sid Farr, tho Alumni Secretary woro present and expressed ' their v.ows. This discussion led to a bettor understanding
of president Stridor 's (future aims
for Colby and tho studont-fncul'tyadmlnlstratlon reactions to those
alms.

grou p of hi s cri t ics, either foreign

or domestic, that the only purpose
of the United States in Viet Nam is
"to make people leave neighbors
alone. " The wording of Rusk's refrain is so quaint it invariably carries me back to my grade school
days and admonitions against pigtail pulling and spit-ball shooting.
But Southeast Asia is no kindergarten class. The complex and confusing war there involves an enemy partly composed of rebel communist guerrillas, partly of regular
soldiers from the North and partly
South Viet Nam civilians who aid
the guerrillas. It is hard to explain
the thousands of lives expended ,
the fifteen or twenty/billion a year
spent, and the methodical and
thorough-going destruction of the
country's economy, merely _ n
terms of President Johnson 's generosity to a beleaguered people.
Least of all does a vague agreement o'f assistance made by Eisenhower explain our present immense
effort.
Chinese Influence
Here, as almost always, In foreign affairs, national policy is determined on the basis of pure selfInterest. The United States is fighting a war in Viet Nam to counter
communist and specifically Chinese influence In Southeast Asia. It
is fighting because the United
States
Government
considers
Southeast Asia important to the
self-Interest of the United States.
As long as the American people
aro susceptible to the _amc simple
minded and moralistic explanation
typical of Viet Nam, any sort of
real Influence beyond a basic emotional pressure over foreign policy
is Impossible, And when some sort
of direction does seem to emanate
from the people it Is most likely to
be of tho sub-cerebral, tribal Impulse such as the "better dead
than real" philosophy which assumes naively that an Individual's
decision Is binding on hundreds of
millions of his follow citizens and
on people of other countries. What
Johnson 's administration and oil
administrations should do Is at
least attempt to educate the people
In the real purpose of the war, Besides tho disgust abroad at our
same tired explanations, an Ignorant and emotional public opinion
at home can always turn flcklo
with tho typo of popular hysteria
typical of tho McCarthy ora. Thoro
Is no reason to bollovo that tho
American people, as n whole, are
so childish , that tho Idea of a foreign policy conducted on the basis
of moro solf-lntqiiDst should croa.o
n bewilderment or disillusion , especially sin'co the Idea of a holy
orusndo Is alien. Mo tho basically
pragmatic American approach to
Ufa
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Radio Colby Initiates More
Varied Program Coverage

Beginning with this Issue, R adio
Colby is pleased to be directly associated with . the ECHO in two
capacities. In the past there has
been good feeling between the two
campus organizations, but now
there will be something which is
1) more concrete and 2) more o'f a
direct service to the Colby student
body. The first innovation is to be
this column, discussing the programming activities of WMHB and
presenting ideas o'f future plans
in service by the station., We are
currently experiencing a definite
change in station image, which we
feel will be for the betterment of
both our .istenibility and the entire
college. An outline of this change
will be discussed both here an d in
future issues .of our ECHO column.
One particular facet of the overall
change, namely news service, is
the second of the two capacities
in which we are now directly concerned with the college paper.

LETTER TO THE EDITOR
(Continued from Page Two)
part Of scholarship students have
come to our attention o'f late. We
know of cases where scholarship
students own refrigerators and expensive hi-fi set's. A spokesman _or
a downtown men 's store has stated
that some scholarship students
have gone so far as to purchase
expensive tweed sport's coats and
highly priced shoes. An anonymous
source from a local sporting goods
store has said that he knOWs of
scholarship students squandering
money on skiing equipment, and a
reliable person who works in the
dining hall of Roberts Union has
intimated that it is the scholarship
students who take shameless advantage of the privilege of seconds
and thirds at mealtime. We ourselves have witnessed scholarship
students darkening the doors of
establishments
drinking
local
where they brazenly spend money
on the purchase and 'consumption
of expensive liquors and beer.
We would prop'ose that the Echo
lead a movement for the estaJbl'lshment of rules to check these
flagrant abuses. Perhaps scholarship boys and girls might be
grouped together In strictly regulated dormitories. Their presence
on campus might be turned to profitable use if , for instance, they
were given compulsory membership in the Walking Blood Bank,
perhaps with required monthly donations, The pos'sibili -ies are fantastic. Keep up the good work,
Signed:
Steven D. Cline
Ron'ald DiOrlo
F. Peter Jordan, Jr.

Close co-operation between the
news gathering staff of the ECHO
and WMHB 's Pulsebeat News
team has begun. The news broadcasts have already succeeded in
adding elements of swiftness '(daily
coverage) and the personal touch
(the actual voices .of the people
who make 'the news at Colby).
Supplementing the detailed and
illustrated journalistic coverage of
the paper, Pulsebeat News o'f
WMHB has and will continue to
have a function in the supposedly
poor communications within the
college.

To continue our presentation -Of
WMHB's new look, we'd like to
tell you about our sports coverage
plans for the Winter months." Regular anchor man on Mules' icemen
contests is 'freshman Steve Cline,
whose ability as a sports commentator is 'self-evident. Including
home games on the 21st with

Bacteria-Free Meat Packaging

Northeastern and on the 25th with
Merrimack, this coverage will continue through February and
March. For those many who can 't
be in attendance at rinkside, Colby 's own Mr. Cline has the most
knowledgeable and talented commentation available.
WMHB is also presenting a similar series featuring the hoop team.
Chief basketball broadcasting a'ce
is Rick Stinchfield whose experience at this post makes him well
qualified for his job. Stinch will
be on the mike for the remaining
four basketball games on the
WMHB schedule. Pilling out our
sportsoa-ting team ; versatile Bob
Grossman (both sports) and color
commentary man, Bill Lyons. Air
time for the games is 7:20.

The shelf-life of fresh meats in supermarkets is expected to
double because of a new approach to control of bacteria in: meat*
cutting rooms. Now used by Food Marts, a New England super,
market chain, the relatively simple cleaning technique involves
spray-washing the whole meat-cutting area with hot water and
an anti-bacteria solvent at the end of each working day. It has
been found to provide protection from bacteria-contamination
during the cutting and packaging of meats for a full 24 hours. To
ensure maximum cleanliness and attractive appearance, since
the area is exposed to public -view, most of the equipment that
conies in contact with meat is made oi nickel stainless steeL

Next, week: dramas, foreign language programs, 'and panel discussions. For a preview: tune your
r adio to 610 kilo cycles!

I Composer wants to know the score on '67 compac ts 1
I
I

I
I

I'm a well-known composer,and I need a new car.
The trouble is,I'm just too Bizet to pick one out. And
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what'sinmore,many of the new cars Ido
see are Offenbach the garage for repairs. But I have a good

^e was 9'ven an exceMent deal and Berlioz any
moneyonit.MyBach is to thewall.Canyou help me?
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My advice is that you let yourself Ravel in the enjoymenf 0f driving the sporty, all-new Dart for '67.
You'll find its this
Liszt price is a lot lower than you'd
And even though it's longer outside and
expect.
bigger inside
year,Dart's still an easy car to
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51 Main Street
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Waterville *
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Maine

Charge Ac .aunts
Quality Footwear For 101 Tears
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Gas Tank Full?
!
For The Weekend? !
For The Game?
See
"COOKIE" MI CHAEL
Comer of North & Pleasant Bt».
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Here's the swinging, man-sized compact for 67 that's got three B's of gTt nflni SM
its own: Bold, Brassy and Beautiful. Dart has been completely restyied _L_#C_fMt jj fc _.
this year,inside and out. It's longer,roomier,more powerful. But still at
.^
that snug compact price. Drop in at your nearest Dodge Dealer's and
^g
try it cut for yourself.
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Colby Skiers In NCAA Championships

MULE KICKS

Eligible As Co-Host With Maine

by Richard Lewis
by Mar k Zaccaria
Freshman Sebsibe Mamo, despit e a lingering and severe leg injury,
On March 2-4, Colby and 'Maine will co-host the National 'Collegiate Athletic Association ski champwon the George Kearns New England collegiate mile at the 41st anionshi
ps to be held at Sugarloaf.
nu al Knights of Columbus Meet at 'Boston Garden last Saturday.
In
the
past, no Colby team has been eligible for th is competition because none has qualified. Maine, on
Mamo was clocked in 4:13.8, breaking t he old record f or the
event , which was 4: 14.1, set by Barry Brown of Providence in last the other hand , saw its team place fifth in the 1960 national champion ship. Colby is eligible this y ear as
host.
•
year's meet.
•
Si Dunklee, Colby ski coach and
Running with his leg heavil y taped , the Colby sen sat ion ran near
meet co-ordinator for the '67
the rear of the pack f or the first half of the twelve lap board track run. NCAA's said : "One of the reasons
Gradually he began to move up, finally gaining the third position be- that Colby hasn't qualified in the
hind Harvard's Jim Baker and MIT's Ben Wilson , who had a slight past it that 'the team hasn't been
well organized enough. This is 'the
lead.
'
With two laps to go, Mamo slipped back t o fourth place and ap- first year that there has been a
f ull-time ski coach, and las. year
peared to be straining to stay in contention. Once more, h owever, he was the first time that there was
moved in to the third spot, and Baker moved past Wilson into the lead. a set frosh schedule or a f ull varMamo then showed the powerful finishing kick that he is becom- sity schedule. Much of the credit
ing famous for. Coming around the second to last turn, Mamo pulled for keeping the team together In
the past 'i_ due to such interested
alongside and then zipped past Bak er to win by nearly five y ards.
faculty members as Prof. Donald, The moment that he crossed the finish line, his left leg snapped son Koons arid
Prof. Paul Machin to the air at a strange angle to t he rest o'f his body. "H e explained emer."
that the injured ankle muscle had repulled in the second to last lap,
Opening Thursday, March secor just before he dropped from third to fourth. After that it was sheer ond, the meet will begin with a.
agony, t he last quar t er lap being run ;by forcing one shoulder in front two run, sixty gate, slalom race on
the gondola lift line at 10:00 ajn.
of the other in order to move the body forward.
Between eighty and 140 ski'iers will
Mamo has had this week to rest his leg and return it to shape be- take part in this event.
fore preparing f or what is consid ered by most tra ck fiends as th e most
On Friday, the downhill race will
Racer Arnold and Coach Dunklee In Characteristic Poses
important and famous mile in .the world, the Wanamaker Mile in the be held on the Tote Roiad Trail at
Millrose Games at Madison Square Garden in New York on January 10:00 a.m. In event of »poor Conditions, the downhill race will be
26. The top milers from all over the world will be coming to partici- changed to a giant slalom.
pate in this event.
The sam'e aJfternoon, about eighty
To demonstrate the meet's .reception by the publi c, I asked Mill- skiiers Will take part in the nine
rose Meet Director Fred Schmertz how ticket sales were going as of mile cross-country race. The chief
known for their untutored style
by THOM REPPON
last Saturday. Said Schmertz: "The meet has been sold out.for some of this course will Ibe Wendall
Broomhall,
Chief
of
Course
at
the
The Colby Ski Area, now in op- and exciting elan (based on an aptime now (18,000 plus capacity at Madison Sq uare Gard en) and
1960 Olympic Games at Squaw Val- eration for its fourth year, h'as plic at ion of 'blind speed t o th e
we've alread y had to turn down over 10,000 more ticket requests."
ley.
again registered an increase in the "Two-Point /Straight "Line theoProviding that Mamo's leg heals properl y, he is also entered in the
At 1:00 p.m., Saturday, the jump- number of skiers using the facil- ry") arrive to swell the ranks of
Hunter Mile in the Boston Athletic Association Meet at Boston Gar- ing event will he held on the new ities this winter. This trend paral- the recreationists just enough to
•forty-five meter ski jump ifive lels similar trends on the nation- make the day that much less recden two days later on January 28.
miles
south of Sugarloaf, near the al level, not only with students, reational for some of the less acColby's other star track performer, Miss Dorothee Sander, a GerRed Stallion Inn.
complished but equally deserving
tout for people of all ages.
man Special Student at Colby this year, easily won the womeh^ fifty"This being the last meet of the
day Colby scholar-skiers Colby buffs and buffettes.
Each
:
yard da sh ih t h e Kni ghts of Columbus Meet with a 6.2 clocking.
season, I see it as the real high- make numerous au'to runs to the
Both the varsity and freshmen lost their initial dual meet encount- light of the Colby ski campaign," area, and this, combined with the
A third element always found
said
Dunklee.
have
hopes
that
along is the "City Conzipping
"I
captain
Chris
Balsley,
l
e
d
b
y
ers last Friday at MIT. The varsity,
daily bus trips, insures a predomwe
will
show
extremely
well
in
the
of Waterville Students
tingent"
inances of Colby eleves on the
scored 47 z/ s points to 70j/a for their hosts.
_
NCAA's." Competition will be stiff, trails. However, a daily bus load and parents.' Thanks in part to nahowever, as the meet Includes the of younger Hin'ldey students, ture and in part to science, the
five top teams from the East, the
slope has in general offered very
top five from the Par West, an»d vision networks. Several Maine tel- pleasurable skiing conditions (althe top three from each of three evision stations will also carry it though it did close last Sunday
live and on film. The national con- night due to icy conditions) , and
national divisions.
! other
Between Waterville and Fairfield
The publicity director, Ear. Smith, vention of ski writers and column- conditions will no doubt remain
I has a New York firm that will film ists will also take place in Maine quite satisfactory for much of the
On Routes 201, 100 and 11
season.
Colby College Nearb y
! the meet for sale to the major tele- that weekend.

Colhy Ski Area Continues
To Grow In Pop ularity

¦

CO F F E E

AAA
Air Conditioned

'

MOTE L

ARNOLD

SHOP

.

j
SUPERI OR j
j
Pool
j

Tel. 872-2735
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Possessing their own slope and
convenienced (by night skiing, Colby students are 6ffered a iinique
opportu nity to learn and improve
their skiing ability, and it Is hoped
that ea'ch will take some advantage of this enviaJble situation.
Season tickets are only fifteen dollars, rides frequent, and the _un
evidently quite robust, so grab
some equipm ent and hit the slopes
— you ' ro only hero for four years.
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BERRY' S STATIONERS
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74 Mai n St reet
W aterville
M aine
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NOW GO ING ON
STERN'S FAMOUS
FOUNDERS DAY SA LE
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The "TONY EXPRESS" Will Deliver
to Your Door FREE With $4 Min .
DAGW OO D' S
MT. BALL GRI NDERS
TO RPED O S
PIZZA - Small , Med. , Large
and BEER TO TAKE OUT
Call 872-9731 "
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FOB ONE WEEK
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Michael Oaino
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TV GROCERY
(Continued from Page Two)
lucky winners live to sweep another day.
The Wave Of The Future
But this is just the beginning.
One can envision countless new
fields for "sweep" shows: Bookstore Bash for eggheads, Record
Ransack for teenagers, and perchance, Discount Delirium for
family groups.
Yet, there are some Nervous Nellies who obje ct to this trend. Good
Housebreaking
Magazine
has
warned: * 'Supermarket Sweep and
its ilk promote insurrectionary behavior pattern's among usually respe-table housewives and good mothers. In light of the current consumer hostility toward high-priced
chain stores, this show might spark
mass hysteria and mob rule at the
meat counter. Will we live to see

the sorry day when phalanxes of Furthermore, by bringing it all
shopping carts maw down Innocent back home to "your own supergrocery clerks?"
market," this show is probably no
Sex
more malicious than a county fair.
Obscenity As Well
Some psychologists have taken a
dim view of the show's individual
Prudes may toe upset by what
audience. One watches this show, they see as some underlying primal
it is assumed, soon before or alter violence or, as one put it, "countthe daily shopping excursion. The er-insurgency among the vegetaaverage repressed housewife must bles." They suggest that tapes off
derive secret pleasure from seeing
¦ ¦
.
her fantiasies played out on the
.
tube.
i
______
i
One psychologist asserted : "Supermarket Sweep is the form of
masturbation styled to her socioeconomic attitudes."
Although SS has been maligned
as the housfrau equivalent to stag
parties, its virtue could well lie in
this same quality. By channeling
destructive urges into playfulness,
its effects could be just the reverse
of what Good Housebreaking fears.

"Supermarket Sweep" may prove
valuable documents for the anthropology of predation.
True, toy Supreme Court standards the show is -obscene, i.e. it
has "no redeeming social value."
SS is not clothed with glib human!tarianism: the food is not
donated to a worthy charity; no
relief cases appear on the show.

The fat of the land merely get (fatter.
Do we witness in this phenomenon the deeper maJlaise of contemporary man or only the indulgence of a happy Savage? Wherever the truth 3s hid, one thing ia
certain — TV has grown up a lot
since the day's of "Ding-Dong
School."
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CANAAN HOUSE
PAPERBACKS, STUDY GUIDES
USED TEXTS.
w _ > ™sB

DISTINCTIVE GIFTS
H

CANAAN HOUSE
129 MAIN STREET
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WHERE COLBY BOYS MEET

CLOTHING

NORG E

LAUNDRY AND CLEANING

FURNIS HINGS

VILLA GE
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This Coupon Is Worth
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At Your Norge Laundry
and Dry Cleaning Village
Elm Plaza Shopping Center, Waterville
Have a regular $2.00, 8 lb. load of dry-cleaning
done for $1.50 with this coupon . Typical load : 10
sweaters, or 4 men's suits, or 3 ladies' suits, or 3
topcoats, or 8 trousers, or 9 dresses.
Laundry washed, dried and folded
15c lb. ;
Free Pick-Up and Delivery
Telephone 872-9858
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THE GREATEST SKI VALUE EVER OFFERED

i

Proud
to be
Your
Food Service
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22 LAMINATION S, AUSTRIAN MADE SKIS
$39.95
DOVRE DOUBLE RELEASE BINDINGS
15.95
DELUXE ALUMINUM POLES
15.95
ARLBERG SAFETY STRAPS
2.00
BINDING INSTALLATION
3.00
PERSONALIZED ENGRAVING
2.50
TOTAL VALUE
$79.35
- OUR PRICE - < t A C \
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*
PT^#
COME IN — EXAMINE — COMPARE
For Extra Safety and Convenience A Step-in Binding is Available At $59.95
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52 Main Street, Waterville, Maine

